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One objective ot t:Ie School Personnel Utilization (SPL', program

is to train the perionnel ot project schools to develop alternative

patterns nf school .hriel utilization (i e., "flexible staffing")

which will result IA ri,,ro eftectivE- teaching and learning env,ronments.

Thus, SPU projects wet! expected, through training and orientation. tl

enable their school ersLnne to design and ihiplement alternative

staffing patterns. Part 1 of this volume reports the extent to which

school personnel trained in SPU projects were able to identify a

"flexible staffing" approach to staffing problems, and to view the

flexible staffing approach aF a desirable alternative to conventional

staffing patterns. Part 2 of this volume describes the alternative

staffing approaches being developed in terms of the goals of specific

staffing projects, the priorities placed on various goals, and the

degree to which the planning and implementation of high priority goals

has taken place. The results of this "impact" assessment were returned

to each individual project in the hope that this feedback would assist

the projects in reaching their program goals.
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:1, .h:!.-staffiLy. principle among indivi-

information con_er-int. perceptions

of fle-d.,2. parlicularlv relevant. Information relating

to att:tur.,. principles seemed especially important since

successful implementation of flexible staffing mode.is relies to a great

extent upon the receptive attitudes of the personnel.

The failure cf edu.21tknal i---;ovations shortly after the initial

implementation can often be attributed to a misunderstanding of the

concepts underlying the innovations, or to participa-its in the program

who are not receptive to -.Ale new idcs. It was hoped that feedback of

the results of this evaluation, at the local level as well as to the

USOE level, would help clarity such areas of misunderstanding in the

early stages of implementation. An implicit assumption in the success-

ful implementation of flexible staffing models is a clear und-...rstanding

of the concepts underlying SPU as well as receptivity of all levels of

project personnel toward these concepts.

Two instruments were developed to assess the perception of and

receptivity toward flexible staffing concepts. The first form (Form 01)
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Respondents

All federally-funded SP,J prciects were regnegted t.. participate in

the survey. Project administrators received explicit instructions for

disributing Forms 01 and 02 on a random basis to tneir personnel.

Each Lespondent was asked to identify himself on a number of variables:

(a) project, (b) position in the educational system, (c) school leN:el,

(d) sex, and (e) years of experience. Several schools which were not

implementing SPU programs were included in the survey to serve as con-

trols. F,,r both Forms 01 and 02 the distributions of respondents

according to affiliation with control or experimental schools and posi-

tion in the school system are given in Table 1.

Instruments

The final forms of the instruments were preceded by several forms

whicn were subjected to formative evaluation. The first version was

evaluated by individual staff members of the Evaluation Training Center.

Following revisions based on their comments, several members of the ETC

staff met with evaluators from the individual SPU projects at the

Leadership Training Institute (LTI) Conference held in Colorado on
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TABLE 1

Distribution by Position of

Position in the
School :ystei:

Respondents to Forms 01 and 02

1
_ - - -- -

Form 01 Form

Experimental
I Schools

02

.Acperimental
Schools

31

/4

Ccntrol
I
Schools

Control
I Schools

5:,;triot Admin-
istrative Staff

local Adminis-
trati,,e Str-iff

U 2Y

h

0

44 566 4 4

Non-Teaching
Personnel 112 1 141 4

Consultants 3 0 8 0

ethers 47 4 133 1

arer,tz. 0 0 98

922 54 1039 62

October 18-22. The ETC staff administered draft versions of the proto-

type 01 and 02 instruments to the project evaluators who provided com-

ments which weLe helpful in producing the final versions of the instru-

ments.

Forms 01 and 02 are identical except for the instructions which

precede the items. In both forms the first twelve items request the

classification information mentioned in the preceding section. These

questions are followed by brief instructions which explain the purpose

of the instrument and direct the respondent to answer the 31 scaling

items. All responses were made on an IBM answer sheet. The instruc-

tions also include a phrase which establishes a different response set
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site instrrLtions of Form 01 inAd.ic

I personally perceive Flexible Staffing to be a
school organization in which:

aualo?,ous part of Flrm 02 is stated as follows:

I would like to he a )anticipant (teacher, admin-_
istrator, parent, etr.) in a school in which:

These phrases are follu.:ed by the sare 31 items which were he gal

atd on a fi.'e-oi111-, ag..-ee-disa6ree s(ale. An example of dt it,27.:

Fury:. 01 is given 1);:low:

1 perLunally perceive Flexible Staffing
to e a school organization in which:

13. tpdvidual teachers do their own jobs
independently of other members of the
staff.

AI C
'''), 'V ,' Q.,

AO
,2) 40 1
..., r. et,

O 'V 42, 44710 21 co k 0 riti
4 4 'V ,11 sv co

sli 0,0 e,,, 0 4 4..., N-f

:,:' v:' -v . C. '''' 07 'C::0
..... ''

0 1 2 3 4

Twenty-one of the items depict characteristics of flexible staffing:

ten of the items depict traditional staffing patterns and practices.

When reference is made to an item, an asterisk precedes the num-

ber of those items which represents traditional staffing patterns and

practices.

Data Collection

Procedures for administering the instruments were discussed and

revised at the LTI in Colorado. Survey forms and answer sheets were

later sent to administrative personnel of all federally-funded SPU

projects with explicit instructions for their administration. Essen-

tially, the instructions requested that members of the project staffs
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be randomlr assigned dither Form 01 or Form 02. Approximately equal

numbers of both forms were distributed and returned.

Analysis

The data of Forms 01 and 02 were processed and tabulated by per-

sonnel at ETC and returned to respective project personnel with detailed

interpretatiois. These reports have not been included in this paper

since their purpose was to provide specific information about each

-)roject staff, and was to be used in the project's internal formative

evaluation. The results presented in this repert compile and summarize

the responses of all projects without identifying specific projects.

For this summary, the data were transformed from the original five

response format (Strongly Agree, Agree, Uncertain, Disagree, Strongly

Disagree) to three categories--agree, uncertain, and disagree. The

percentages of responses for each item were tabulated for the two cate-

gories of: 1) control and experimental groups, and 2) position of the

respondent in the school system classifications. Chi-square analyses

of frequencies were then performed to determine if variations in re-

sponse patterns among the different classifications were greater than

that one might reasonably expect from chance. The chi-square analyses

were performed on contingency tables of: (a) item response (agree,

undecided, disagree) for control and experimental groups, (b) item

response versus school position, and (c) Form 01 item responses versus

Form 02 responses. This last analysis was performed separately for

administrators in the experimental group and teachers in the experimen-

tal group.
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the control experimental chi-square analyses for item response

forT 2 x "I contingency tables with two degrees of freedom. The ,71.1

square value ne9ded to reject the null hypothesis that no statist; h1

association exists between the control and experimental groups in the

way their members respond to an item is 9.21(p .01).

lhe cni-square value for rejecting the null hypothesis relr-:ing to

school position versus item response is 16.81 for Form 01 (=. x I con-

tingency table, b degrees of freedom, p(.01) and 20.09 for Form 02

(5 x 3 contingency table, 8 degrees of freedom, p<.01). Rejection of

this hypothesis for an item will indicate that response to the item is

related to group membership and that frequencies for each position

should be examined. Otherwise there is no statistical association

between school position and item response and the total percentage can

justifiably be considered representative of the total group's reaction

to the item.

The chi-square value for rejecting the null hypothesis that there

is no difference between receptivity and perception, Forms 01 and 02,

for an item is 9.21 (2 x 3 contingency table, 2 degrees of freedom.

13(.01).

RESULTS

Form 01 Perception of the Goals of SPU.

The 31 items were separated into six groups of items to facilitate

the discussion of the results. These groups represent six major dimen-

sions of the conceptual model of staff use proposed by DeBloois (1970)

and are titled as follows:
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1. Individualism
2. Collegiality
3. Workflow Structures
4. Perpetuation Structures
5. Systems Self Renewal
6. Accountability

Tc des:ribe the results for the six groups, the following pattern

of presentation is used. First, the questionnaire items of eacil cate-

gory are reproduced with the "traditional" items marked by an asterisk.

Second, the percentage of respondents choosing each response category

(agree, disagree, uncertain) and the chi-square values are s Itoulf.

percentages shown are for the combined experimental and control groups.

Where the percentages for these groups differ significantly, the

separate percentages are usually given in the text. Third, the

ficant results are discussed.

Individualism. The following two items are included in the cate-

gory representing individualism.

11. teachers are encouraged to attain their own career
goals within the instructional staff even though the
goals of different teachers may vary widely

12. a teacher who is adept at working with small groups
may spend most of his time doing so

From the results presented in Table 2, the chi-square analysis demon-

strates that the responses of the control and experimental groups were

quite similar, but that the differences according to school position

were mt.: marked. Administrators and faculty members, as opposed to

non-teaching personnel and others, were in greater agreement that,

within flexible staffing, teachers are encouraged to seek their own

career goals and could work in a capacity most suited to their talents.

The high percentage of agreement by nearly all groups of respondents
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TABLE 2

Individualism

Item
Number S'cool Position Agree Uncertain Disagree

x
2
--Control-

Experimental
x---School
1lsitian

11 Administrators 79.6 13.9 6.5

Faculty 80.1 12.5 7.4

Non-teaching 68.2 26.4 5.5 0.47 15.7A

Others ;4.1 18.5 7.4 (2df) thdt)

Total 7b 5 14.5 7.1

12 Administilto;:s 64.3 4.6 11.1

Faculty 72.4 9.6 18.0

Non-teaching 59.1 14.5 26.4 0.76 21.55*

Others 67.3 18.2 14.5

Total 71.9 10.1 18.0

*p<.01

to thtsc items indicates that the concepts of flexible staffing which

relate to individualism were correctly perceived by many participants.

Collegiality. The area of collegiality is represented by the

following five items:

** 1. individual teachers do their own jobs independently of other
members of the staff

2. informality is evident in instructional and administrative
intercom,unications

3. instructional problems are solved through a group process in-
volving teachers

4. teachers interact with administrators in group meetings as
equals even though their responsibilities differ in type and
amount

30. teachers usually approach faculty meetings with a sense of
responsibility for helping solve school problems

Summary statistics for these items are presented in Table 3. Vari-

ous positions within the school apparently perceive most of these items

** These items represent traditional staffing.
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Item
Number roxtion

Act inlatfeture
Umulty
Mon -ti iehlhl
()Orr%

.44.OMM .4mMilLanammourylis4ams,

Are Uncertain
_ .. ...

'.0 :.8

11.11 5. t

14.5 10.0

'.6.7 9.0

Meagre*
-

92.6
4/ A
75 S
SI 1

it --Control-

Experimental

x2--ch.4
. sit1no

(6.4f%

1
12df1

W. 1 11 C S 1 11.1

Adrin..tr.tors .0.1 12.1 20.4

tv 64.1 16.6 19.2

Non tvat.hing 74.8 1).7 12 5 7.1 01,701

OtLvr% 71.7 1).2 15.1

lytal 66.6 15.5 21.4

I A: 'nibtf4t0f8 V0.7 5.6 5.7

rmt Altv $4.9 7.9 7.2

44 44.11 ing 45.7 5.4 .9 1.40 5.29

1044,114 43.4 5.5 10.9

Intal 45.4 7.2 7.2

4 Administrators 10.6 11.2 6.4

Faculty 74.1 11.2 12.5
Nun- to.ithing 73.2 11.4 7.1 11.114 12.15

other. 47.3 20.0 12.7

Total 75.9 12.7 11.1

DO Alministrotors $4.1 5.4 10.3

Faculty 78.4 10.2 11.2

Son-teaching 5.7 9.1 6.5 1.42 7.1)

others $3.4 9.1 7.1

TotO 60.3 9.4 14.1
IMP

osTrodittostal Item p?.41

similarly. There is a slimIlleast dttloreete amens roseate.. classified

according to schecl panties ter tho tradltimally ortent.4 statement

that teachers 4. Oats jobs ladepoodeptly. The administrators revealed

the hoot understandimg of this somaept 92.41). Yet at lealt 71t

of the other respendest groups disagreed also.
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e !W. t.0.16 ArJop 13 and Pl wt.1(n

solving 11cl-steely, resulted 'a srear.Pr than 7S% a= ; .

Ina tlealt1e statttug concepts of including teachers in pe..olrr

solvit4 prtikes seems to have been well underetoo. Lasoi well under-

stood .ere the oacepts (2 and 4) relating to faculty and admLn.strative

interaction. Only hh% ct the respondents agreed that informality shch14

to evident in cuteuniations l'etween instructional duAd adminltrtivr

pr.unnl. oun closer examination, It appears that sdrini,tueor..

fs,,,rtN KI .ups -tee In lees agreement about this k..once;.t th4n 'sore tlir

°the., t.0 olvup. rue experimental and control groups diftwrvd sIgnill

kertl in te,g response to the concept of administrators and faculty

int;-4 tin* as equals OHO. Only S7Z of the control as vhfle agreed

utth ..t3tement whereaa 77% uf the experimental grnur agreed. This

implies chat the control group has retained more traditional tncept

uf faculty-administrative interaction. The responses in the agree

column for this item would be several percentage points higher thAa for

the experimental group alone. It is interesting to note that ugly 662

of the respondents agreed that informality is acceptable in intercommun-

ication between administrators and instructional personnel yet 76t

agreed that persons in these positions nay interact as equals. Perhaps

the faculty and administrators see need for formalising some forma of

intercommunication.

Wcrkflorjurelum. The following nine iteme are included within

the category of workflow structures!

v. teachers interview, individually or collectively. applicants

for inatuictiosal positions - -and their response usually

determines whether or not the applicant is hired.



* .1 orei.lres his yearly ..:orriculor on ts

Iti.!ii,!nal teacher exercises conslderu,)'

-e7cc!.ing Cie which he w411 include

v

'!

the Admin!..itration assumes responsibility f.dr IlAnning t!, L;-

4trin.tinna, program, and the teachers devote their attenti(,r

it, LmiAt:Iel:tation.

*1 $. it is ..Asumed that the c7pical teacher prefers tee he e.ircct. .

and there:tote must be cic8ely supervised in order to aUlievc

school Ajectives.

reth,e t1,eU i ,r bolving prohle,7s is b4sed tf,.1 As.nrptto-

tt ingenuity and creativity are wide:y distributd arcing

there are detailed written policies regulating teacher behavior.

17. teacher's who do not wish to carry full workload are employed

as instructional persomael on part-time basis.

18. the instructional staff may decide to purchase $8,000 worth of

self- instructional materials instead of filling an authorised

teaching position.

From the results summarised in ?Able 4. it can be concluded that

the experimental and control groups responded similarly to all nine items.

Nowever. there were significant dines= on four items (5, 25, 17, and

1$) among responses of the different peettses groups. These items re-

lated to differentiation of respensibilmune. teacher authority. part-

time employment of instructional pa:soma'. end purchase of equipment as

as alterative to filling an authorised position. The administrators'

responses revealed the beet umderstamdSmg of the concepts and the non-

teaching persommel, the least. The rause of responses in the expected

direction was from 232 to p32.

On item number 25. 702 of the respondents; disagreed that the teacher

should proper.; his own yearly curriculum. This response was consistent

with the expectations for that particular item. In contrast to this,
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AOrkflo-; Structures

Iter, x
2
--Control-

Number !.), i06itioll 4re- 17nLrrt;in Disa6ree Experi,.ental Pssiti(11

*1'15 -T , II 1 ,, t (Lit is

ra, it-
' :on-Nachlng
(tt', :

-.t

M. 54,

14 3

1i..4

. . e

1S.6
3.6 r _

0.51
(2df) (hdi,

lotal 9.5 7.1 82.8

9 Ad: it, i 4 t rators bo.2 25.0 14.8
larplty 54.7 20.3 24.9

`;on- reaching 47. i 1,J.6 33.0 8.88 10.54

otl -w rs 58.2 18.: 21.6

.ctIl 54.7 20.7 24.7

**25 .'..: t'Istrators 11.1 10.'.: 78.7

F:, .1y. 19.'3 12.6 68.1

!.cc-Lvic.,ing 14.4 29. 55.9 0.31 33.97*

c!,.ers 29.1 14.5 56.4

Total 18.4 14.4 67.2

**28 Administrators 56.5 11.1 32.4

Faculty 63.4 15.E 20.8

:tiw, teaching 50.9 21., 27.7 .53 15.20

o- ens 63.0 9.3 27.8
1,al. 61.1 15.( 23.3

**I -..winistrators 2.8 5.6 91.6

kacult 4.6 5.2 90.2

Non-to*.ning 5.4 6.3 88.4 42 1.30

Otners 5.6 5.6

Total 4.5 5.4 90.1

15 Administrators 84.3 6.'") 9.3

Faculty 74.4 14.r 11.1

Non-teaching 73.0 16._ 10.8 6.22 7.10

Others 76.4 10.4 12.7

Total 75.4 13., 11.0

**16 Administrators 25.0 14.' 60.2

Faculty 23.6 18.- 58.0

Non-teachin8 32.4 19.* 47.7 -.00 6.67

Others 27.3 2:. 50.9

Total 25.0 l'i.. 56.7

17 Administrators 66.7 8.3 25.0

Faculty 61.6 20.4 18.0

Non teach=g
other.

46.8
63.6

28.

20.'

24.3
16.4

-.77 20.16*

total 60.6 20.( 19.4

18 Adminimtratura 61.1 12.i 26.9

Faculty 46.4 25.o 27.9

.:on-teaching 23.4 36.0 40.5 ).67 40.60*

others 32.7 25.5 41.8

Total 44.7 25.3 30.0
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the majorny f th re=2Jadents reacted to ite7. 29, relating to te,,!ilt2::

autonomy i i select :.:g urse topics, in the wrong direction. Sixtv-ene

percent indicated that teacher autono: an underlying concept c

flexi' -,taffing. This :
Adictory to the cone! ,u,

based oa items 5 and 25, trat curriculum design is a group effort.

Agreement with the concept of autonomous selection of course topics, vet

disagreemert rAth the concept of individual preparation of a yearly

curriculam indicate tt:at teachers are willing to have others du the

planr'.ng a.- long as they can do as they choose in their own classroolm,.

1 relat.ng to hiring teacher apt icants revealed the F.reat-

e.,t mist. r,,tandin.. Only apout 557.. of the respondents agreed th_

te,.hers ve su crt-zial a rJ. in hiring proopieLr:ve colleagues

r resi-Juse generally determines whether an applicant is hired.

Ninety percent of reep074ents disagreed with the statement thaL

teachers need and want to closely supervised. Seventy-five perce

agreed that ingenuity acid Livity are widely distributed among scriool

personnel, but only 57% disagreed that flexible staffing embodies speci-

fication of detailed written policies regulating teacher behavior.

Four of the nin, items '9, 16, 17 and 18) rIn this grouping revealed

misunderiwzmading of ::eats of workflow structures in flexible sta- ing

by a large percentage of r1.4-edents. The only item that revealed

understanding by 90% of tn. respondents dealt with the desirability of

close supervision uf teachers, which might be considered uncharacteris-

tic of the practice of traditional staffing as well.

Perpetuation structures. The eight items listed below compose the

category of perpetuation structures:



t.ai*ers who have de:-.1-7.s=rated exceptional skill and e::pertise

as instru.tors regeie 1.7structional responsibilities and

salaries considerabl ar.:',e that of other teachers.

the onpertunity exit:- r a teacher to serve half-time as
an adiNinistrator ane na:--time as an instructor.

teaHhers, with few have duties and cesponsihilities

whiLH are different zr.1-. in regard to .;ubject area or grade

level.

14. there is a (1,Aiberatt attempt co recruit teachers
intere.:ts and are consistent with school oblegtiv..:.

19. teachers :vre employe. 7- the basis of their interests lud

specii:1 abilities as ,t1L1 as on their certification status.

20. teachers are provide. :_-service training opportunities lead-

ing to 'ncreased responsiity and increase,'
pay.

21. paraprofessionals art _the: nao-certified personnel are

in the lassroom as _:.Imiructional assistants.

vromQtions and advancements are 'lased on evaluations of

Leachers' performance ry subordinates, peers, superiors.

students.

The responses to these Imes are lomearized in Table 5. The e ner-

imental and control schools mesposelec iedlarly on all but item :17.

Fifty-one percent of those isereminets classified as experimental agreed

that the opportunity for a tarrq-4.r to serve half-time as an adr.--stra-

tor was typical of flexible asoziing, enemas only 30% of those classi-

fied as control agreed. Sins ! ,s was one of the items :naractertstic

of trauitional staffing patroller.- 7: appears that information dissemina-

tion or this aspect of flex: staffing lau have been misleading. :he

percentages in the disagree foe this item would be several per-

centage points lower if the 0011=MM: schools were removed.

significant difterencef- ,st slimed it responses according to scnool

positron on the items (6, 2J, au :2) relating to promotion of

**These items represent tradati ,Lauffing
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TABLE 5

Perpetuation Structures

Item
Number School Position Agree Uncertiin Disagree

x`--Control-
Experimental

x--School
Position

6 AdmLnistrators 73.8 15.0 11.2

Faculty 47.0 23.7 2Q.3

Non-teacEing 33.3 28.8 37.8 4.67 40.18*

Others 49.1 27.3 23.6 (2df) (6df)

Total 48.5 25.5 28.0

** 7 Administrators 48.1 26.4 31.5

Faculty 50.7 21.2 28.1

Nor-teaching 38.7 26.1 33.1 13.03* 8.62

others 61.1 16.) 22.2

Total 49.6 21..4 28.9

**i0 Administrators 29.6 (;.3 61.1

Faculty 32.9 17.3 40.8

Non-teaching 55.6 15.: 28.7 4.34 32.04

Others 40.7 11.1 48.1

Total 35.5 15.9 48.6

14 Adi,lhi-:trators 83.3 8.3 8.3

Faculty 69.8 17.6 12.6

Nor-t. aching 62.5 23.2 14.3 7.59 14.11

Others 65.5 23.6 10.9

Total 70.2 17.6 12.2

19 Administrators 92.6 3.7 3.7

Faculty 87.4 6.2 6.5

Non-teaching 84.8 12.5 2.7 0.49 11.85

Others 87.3 9.1 3.6

Total 87.7 6.8 5.6

20 Administrators 89.8 2.8 7.4

Faculty 82.4 9.5 8.2

Non-teaching 75.7 19.8 4.5 5.00 20.80'

Others 87.3 7.3 5.5

Total 82.7 9.8 7.5

21 Administrators 94.4 2.8 2.8

Faculty 85.9 5.2 8.9

Nun-teaching
Others

89.2
94.5

5. 5
6.3
0.0

8.22 11.75

Total 87.7 4.8 7.4

22 Administrators 73.1 10.2 16.7

Faculty 54.2 21.9 23.9

Non-teaching 53.2 29.7 17.1 0.29 21.86,

Others 65.5 18.2 16.4

Total 56.8 21.3 21.9

mmaraditional Item *p.01
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teachers wnc demonstrate exceptional skill and expertise differentiated

responsibilities: in-service training opportunities: and methods et pro-

motion based on evaluations by subordinates, peers, superiors, and stu-

dents. More of the administrators (70%) responded in the expected dire('

tion than did thol-e in other grc,.ps. This difference is quite marked for

item #10 relating to teacher specialisation beyond subject matter or

grade level, and item 46 Luncerning teacher expertise. Except for admit:-

istratprs, 1.1e level of Yas -elativel. low for these it-

for item :22 de-Iing with pro: ,tion. F_rceptiL )f the item rela: ig to

trai7.ing (item 026 seers mc_e accurate than that of threc-

item,; ju,t mentiIned, since at :east 7R of the respondents in eac group

correctly perceived it as repmentative of flexible staffing. Of the

three re:.,aining items (14. 19, and 21) aezeted that teachers whc have

abilities and interests which are coneistent with school objectives are

recruited, yet nearly 887. agreed that teachers are hired on the basis of

their interests and abilities as well me their certification statute

Eighty-eight percent also agreed that the use of non-certified personnel

in the classroom is a characteristic of flexible staffing patterns.

Systems self-renewal. The following two items relate to systems

self-renewal:

*8. teachers generally feel that universities, demonstration
schools, and research centers are set up for developing and
testing mew educational theories: this is not a part of the

classroow sole.

26. teachers' instructional activities are determined by written

instructional goals.

The response summaries of these items are presented in Table 6.

Significant diffemences between experimental and aentrol respondents were
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TA6LL 6

System:,

Lree l'ncert-in

12.J
11.7

Selt-Renewal

Item
,tivo

**8 AdJlinis=ritors

Faculty

Disagree
x
2
--Control-

Expezimental Position

.1.2 77.8

1..... 74.1

Non-teaching 15.2 ..!_.7 49.1 76 42.24*

Other 18.2 1:-..21 63.6

Total 12.E lt.4 71.0

9:*26 Adm.ti.ist,aturs 75.; 1-..6 9.3

Facult 59.2 17.3 23.5

yon --..,;aching 53.2 29.7 17.1 9.60* 29.36*

Other 45.5 29.1 25.5

Total 59.6 19.1 21.3

**=Tradicion,L :tom *p:.01

found : number 26. the flexible staffing incept in the category.

Sixty percent of the experimental group agreed wiin this item whereas

only 44% of the control group agreed.

Both of the items, revealed significant differences among school

position classifications. Respondents in the administration category

showed the strongest response in the predicted direction for these items.

Approximately 80% disammed that concepts of flexible staffing oppose

developing and testing educational theories in the normal classroom, and

762 agreed that teachers' instructional activities would be determined

by written goals.

Accountability. Five items, listed below, are included in the

category relating to accountability.

23. the school periodically eaplains to parents and to the public

in general the objectives of the school and the extent to

which they are met.
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rnti h f ti. ,u6r!irs' spent in instructional a:tivi-

ti-u- L-,Iuated in terms of student b,:havior.

27. 1),,ipi1s'

Res,

tary aproprlatiull art' related to educatiunal object_ es.

parents and the public for the_r

.,ns pdlic,; and objectives

A I - r.'pc,nses t, these items are summarized in Tats'.,

There we- iglificant iift,--nc_u :or either of the two types

mjj, 7

<\, .u':.

Disagree

x
2
--Control-

Experimental
x
2
--School

Position

. , At;!.t.,: :tors

_A,ree__Unc,rtain

'3.f: 6.5 U.()

race__ 90.0 t.2 3.9

Non-tt ing 92.0 3.6 4.5 3.94 7.99

Other 94.5 5.5 0.0 (2df) (6df)

Total 90.8 :).9 3.3

ist24 Administrators 17.6 14.8 67.6

Facul7:-., 31.0 21.3 47.7

Non- t,- aching 30.6 24.3 45.0 1.11 27.74*

Other 47.3 25.5 27.3

Total 30.4 21.2 48.5

27 Administrators 66.7 15.7 17.6

Faculy7 47.6 21.1 31.3

Non-teaching 58.9 17.9 23.2 9.39* 22.59*

Other,- 61.8 23.6 14.5

Total 51.6 20.3 27.9

29 Admin_strators 86.1 9.3 4.6

Facul_v 68.7 18.8 12.5

Non-t- =thing 60.4 27.0 12.6 4.50 21.57*

Other. 72.7 12.7 14.5

Tota- 69.9 18.3 11.7

31 Admin ,:rators 86.1 7.4 6.5

Facul 74.7 13.7 11.7

Non-tr. _:ring b2.0 10.8 7.2 3.28 15.05

Others- 40.9 5.5 3.6

Total -7.7 12.2 10.1

10.Traditional Iter *p<.01



re!,porIcnt ,7ic

the r(1 -)f tr

that asl,ig t:!e. ',Hi.... is a art of

fluxibl, tai fin.

lu expeci 0. significa:.tT .r tl

response tt., item 2 .t in evaluati:!, teAors'

performane. o,p .
In greater agreeli.ont (53

with 7.,n7;r, : n2:1- rcntages r(.?1ut,-(t in

the agree col IInrn wc,n1d H prints higher if controls

were omirted. Both this iL'. an, )Cler item 124) relating to evalu-

ation revealed signitica::t responses classified accord-

ing to solo,7'1 positions. On it Z,, suggests student achievement

should ha'e no bearing on the ov.ih;:tion of teachers, 60% of the adminis-

trative responses ware in disagreement and only 48% of the faculty

disagreed. Forty-eight of those respondents classified as "others" agreed

with the concept item. The administrators revealed the greatest under-

standing of the concepts. however, none of the percentages in any re-

spondent category exceeded 70:: in the expected direction and most were

around 50%. It appears that only about half the respondents correctly

perceive flexible staffing to emt,udy pupils' :inievement as a factor in

evaluating teachers' performance and traditional staffing to include

teacher activities which have no effect on student behavior.

Eighty-six percent of the administrators agreed that budgetary

appropriations are related to educationnl objectives in flexible staffing.

Only about 70% of the other groups agreed with this concept. Since the

faculty and other groups in flexible staffing share the decision-making
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responsibility, it would seem that all groups should be aware of shch a

basic concept as was expressed in this item.

Conclusion. In comparison with the control subjects, the experi-

mental subjects :.:_re frequently responded in a manner consistent with

the principles 6: flexible staffing on 27 of 31 items, although only

four of the thirty-one chi-square tests were significant at the .01

level. Since the control subjects were selected by administrators of

SPU programq anc were employed in school aistricts where SPU models

were being implemented, it is not surprising that the control groups

were also quite Amowledgeable about concepts of flexible staffing. It

is especially interesting to note that discrimination between these two

groups was possi±le only on the concepts summarized below.

(1) Teachers and administrators interact as equals.

(2) Teachers also serve part-time as administrators.

(3) Teachers' instructional activities are determined by written

goals.

(4) Pupils' achievement is a factor in evaluating teacher per-
formance.

Differences In responses were statistically significant for 15 of

the 31 items when subjects were classified according to school position.

These items were spread out widely among the different categories. How-

ever, they related primarily to duties of teachers, evaluation of

teachers, design of instruction, and the role of the public. There

was greater agreement among groups on the items relating to the super-

vision of teachers, interaction of teachers and administrators,

employment practices, problem solving strategies, and budget. This is

an interesting trend which seems to indicate that members of the dif-

ferent groups are in greater agreement on some issues than others.



In viewing the items as a whole, the administrators gave the highest

consensus response in the expected direction and the non-teaching pt:

sonnel seemed the must uncertain. Overall, most of the responses wer

in the intended direction and above the 50;; level. However, two '.terns

were answered in the wrong direction. That is, more respondents agreed

than disagreed that teachers serving simultaneously as instructor and

administrator and teachers autonomously selecting their course topics

were representative of flexible staffing. These items were intended io

represent traditional practice.

Form 02 - Receptivity to the Goals of SP(,'.

The percentages of responses for each school position and the re-

sults of the chi-square analysis for Form 02 are presented on the follow-

ing pages. The format followed for the presentation of these results is

identical to that used for Form 01, except that parental responses are

included in the results.

Individualism. The two items listed below represent the individual-

ism category.

11. teachers are encouraged to attain their own career goals within

the instructional staff even though the goals of different

teachers may vary widely.

12. a teacher who is adept at working with small groups may spend

most of his time doing so.

The summarized responses to these items are presented in Table 8.

The experimental and control groups differed significantly in the propor-

tion of respondents who indicated that they would like to be a partici-

pant in a school where a teacher could spend most of his time working

with small groups. Seventy-one percent of the experimental subjects were
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TABLE 8

Individualism

Item
Number School Position Agree Uncertain Disagree

x
2
--Control-

Experimental
x
2
--School

Position

11

12

Administrators
Faculty
Non-teaching
OthJrs
Parents
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non-teaching
Others
Parents
Total

83.9
79.0
76.4
75.2
77.1
78.4

76.3
71.9
59.9
72.1
70.1
70.5

8.6

14.9
15.7

17.9
16.7
15.1

6.5
11.3
19.0
15.6
18.6
13.1

7.5

6.1
7.9
6.9
6.3
6.6

17.2
16.9
21.1
12.2
11.3
16.3

8.34
(2df)

12.06*

4.99
(8df)

19.49

*p<.01

in favor of this, whereas only 587. of the controls agreed. The propor-

tions in the agree column for this item would be several percentage points

higher if the controls were omitted. Of the total group of respondents,

more than 70% agreed that they would like to participate in a system where

a teacher could spend most of his time working with small groups. Further-

more, 78% agreed that they would like to participate in a schoo: where

teachers are encouraged to attain their career goals even though the goals

of different teachers might differ widely.

Collegiality. The five items listed below compose the collegiality

category.

*1. individual teachers do their own jobs independently of other
members of the staff.

2. informality is evident in instructional and administrative
inter-communications.
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: L tonal , are solved through a group pc k

tvaLt,e1.-4.

Leachers interact Jith eltHhistrat,:r.; in greep

equals even thugh ineit rspon4ibilities ditfer in type and

:.mount.

teachers usually approach faculty meetingb a sense ,t

responsibility fur belp.ng solve schfvel problems.

.\ summary of the responses for those five ites i. reported in

Table. ). Uperlmental and contrl groups differed significantly in

rrviLE

Collegiality

Agree Uncertain
Item
Number School Position l)isal,ree

x` -- Control-

Experimental
x` -- School

Position

*1

2

3

4

30

Administrators
Faculty
N,:n-teaching
Others
Parents
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non-Teaching
Others
Parents
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non-teaching
Others
Parents
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non-teaching
Others
Parents
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non-teaching
Others
Parents
Total

16.1
16.5
20.6
22.6
27.1
18.8

76.3
70.6
63.9
69.6
56.4
68.8

88.0
87.6

83.3
89.0
84.5
87.3

82.8
86.3
73.9
79.9
81.3
83.1

90.3
91.6
92.8
95.2
97.9
92.7

4.3
9.1
13.5
7.5

7.3
8.9

12.9
14.3
17.4
11.5
14.9
14.3

3.3
7.2

9.0
7.5

9.3
7.4

8.6
5.9

17.6
6.3
9.4
8.0

4.3
3.1
4.3
4:1
1.0
3.3

79.6
74.4
66.0
69.9
65.6
72.4

10.8
15.1
18.8
18.9
28.7
16.9

8.7

5.1
7.6

3.4
6.2
5.6

8.6
7.7
8.5

13.9
9.4
8.9

5.4
5.3
2.9
0.7
1.0
4.0

10.52*
(2df)

2.43

2.00

9.78*

0.70

15.63
(8df)

17.19

7.73

27.87*

12.56

moTraditional Item *p<.01
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their rea,tion to two items (1 and 4). Of the experimental respondents,

737, indicated that they did nut wish to participate in a school where

teachers do their jobs independently and nearly 83% indicated that they

would like to participate in a school where teachers interact with

administrators in group meetings as equals. As might be expected, the

control group revealed a more traditional attitude with 58 disagreeing

with the first of these items and 72% agreeing with the second. The

percentage responses in the rePpective disagree and agree columns for

these items would be slightly higher if the controls were removed.

A significant difference in responses according to school position

was also found for item 4 relating to interaction of administrators and

teachers as equals in group meetings. The teachers displayed greater

receptivity towards this idea, by several percentage points, than did

the administrators. The other item (2) relating to administrator-

teacher interaction did not reveal significant differences in the re-

sponses classified according to school position. In this case 76% of

the administrators were in favor of informality in inter-communication

with teachers as opposed to only 71% of the teachers.

Group differences were not significant for the other two items

in this group (3 and 30), and responses were generally quite favorable

in the expected direction. Approximately 9C ,pondents were

receptive toward participation in a school where in .uctional problems

are solved through a group process involving teachers and where the

teachers feel a responsibility for helping solve school problems. It

is interesting to note such a similar result in two items which were

closely related but widely separated on the survey form.
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Wcrktluw strut.:turs. The six items listed below fall wiulin the

category of workflow structures.

9. teachers interview, individually or collectively, applicants
for instructional positions--their response usually deter-

mines whether or not the applicant is hired.

**25. teacher prepares his yearly curric Ilum outline on his

own.

**28. the individual teaJier exercise' considerable autonomy in

sc!lecting the topics which he will include in courses which

he teaches.

**5. ulv. administration assumes responsibility for plan:ling tne

instructional program, and teachers devote their attention

to its implementation.

**13. it is assumed that the typical teacher prefers to be directed

and therefore must be closely supervised in order to achieve

school objectives.

15. Lhe method used for solving problems is based on the assump-
tion that ingenuity and creativity are widely distributed

,uung school personnel.

**16. there are detailed written policies regulating teacher be-

havior.

17. teachers who do not wish to carry a full workload are
employed as instructional personnel on a part-time basis.

18. the instructional staff may decide to purchase $8,000 worth

of self-instructional materials instead of filling an author-

ized teaching position.

As is evident in Table 10, the experimental and control groups do

not differ significantly on any items. The groups, differentiated

according to school position, differed significantly on all of the items

except the one (15) expressing the assuy tic ing and creativ-

ity are widely distributed among sa at. Here, nearly 76%

of the respondents indicated that they would like to participate in such

a school and nearly 16% were uncertain.

**These items represent traditional staffing.
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Tot,I

Admi1.l-t1;:t

1,,Alt

N 41. I 1g

Cth,t
P.,: on:

.

2.16 17.95*

Tctl. 23.5 lu.

iQr.lintattat.rs 61.3 11.6
Fa.:aity 61.3 17,6 _ .

t;,a-tva.11!ng 48.6 28.6 0.45 22.00*
Others 51.2 20.6
Parents 45.4 25 8
Total S'.1 19.7

**5 Administrators 11.8 2.2
Faculty 8.7 5.9
Nan-teaching 19.9 :0.6 .., 1.02 130.01*
OtLero 25.5 11.7 (2df) (8dt)
Parents 37.6 18.3 -

Total 15.2 9.4

**13 Administrators 9.7 4.3
Faculty 3.8 3A1
Nan-teaching 17.0 0 1.10 63.47*
Others 10.9 9

Parents 19.6 2C.3
Total 8.4

15 Administrators 84.9
Faculty 76.5 1

Non-teaching 69.1 1 3 6.16 12.44
Others 75.2 1-- 3

Parents 70.8 1,. .5
Total 75.6 14 9.5

**16 Administrators 29.3 13. 57.6
Faculty 27.5 13.L 58.7
Non-teaching 50.0 20.) 29.4 5.02 71.73*
Other* 42.5 13.0 44.5
Parents 54.6 18.6 26.8
Total 35.1 14.9 50.0

17 Administrators 71.0 14.0 15.1
Faculty 72.7 13.7 13.7
Non-teaching 58.2 24.1 17.7 6.85 28.92*
Others 70.1 17.0 12.9
Parents 60.8 10.3 28.9
Total 69.2 15.2 15.6

18 Administrators 54.8 15.1 30.1
Faculty 40.4 22.6 37.0
Non-teaching 19.9 29.1 51.1 2.46 61.10*
Others 27.4 24.7
Parente 15.6 24.
Total 35.0 2'

"Traditional Items i*pC.01
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In ,aining (9, 25, 16, 1 . and 1

admi: iators responde avorab,y in

,.cteu Lrectic tux :s of the tt -::fee groups. Mot,

85; 7 adminstr: :acuity disagreed with item 5 static.

plannin is .
\re domain an: 171-p_ementatih of thes-

_us sh uld e :-tulty. Sixty of non-teachers

agree.. trents respont4--- :isagreed and 367

.ireed. Th, ang rr concerning mite -rier teachers should

:-Ave a :..aior role L. --ospective colleagues was from 27% for

parents and "other" iscm.sae to 60% for faculty and administrators.

Of :ae groups re )on the parents appear :o be the least recep-

tive to ,ncepts unehnipmg exible staffing. For example, approxi-

mately 9k of the te 4lb ut administrators were inreceptive toward

the idea that the t.t.A..Lner likes to be supervised closely (#1.3)

whereas only 70% o- :n, ..wivemrs were unreceptive: about 58% of the

teachers and admin,..crar Q ,ere unreceptive toward detailed written

policies regulating temicomr behavior (#16) as opposed to only 27% of

the parents; 71% cr the umftchers and administrators were in favor of

employing part-time teacher, (#17) as opposed to 617 of the parents

and 40% r the teachers a . -3% of the administrators as opposed to

15% of :le parents were :n tAor of giving the instructional staff

freedom to purchase self -LAST Ictional materials with funds authorized

for a teaching position

Al' tems were anemmmor immorally in the expected dirmetim

except ; 28 whIcto foie tonomy of the -0 L1. 4ele% r-

ing hi: Airse top um percent of the adeinist' ,tors and



teachers w: - d to partici-:ate -re teache- aitonomy t.

this funct: . was evident. Onl- arents w* in favor

such teacr.,- autonomy. It is bast! . compare response-

to those the item (25) express a:: _ept that teacher pr

pare hi r. yearly curriculum , about of the adm171-

istrators dnd faculty and ;:er disagree: .-ith the con.

These r,sL.,nses seem incompatir,, un or interpr- :ter. 28 as

complete atonomy and item 25 a. -ra_ autono- a pre-

determiner: set of curriculum op::.,Jas er interpret : 1 wou]H

that, since teachers implement tam primp.. they inewltax deterr1nc

the curriculum.

Perpetuation structures. Eight lte reproduced below. are

included in the group relating to wompetmotion structures.

o. teachers who have demonstrator onceptional skill aloe expertise

s instructors receive lostruullsooma respoosaibilitles anc
salaries considerably aims dust of other mmuchers.

*7. the opportunity exists tar a smommor to serve half-time as an

administrator and half-name as as tastructor.

*10. teachers, with few excepcmonn., tome duties and responsibili-

ties which are different only In regard to subject area or

grade level.

14. there is a deliberate atimpt so vmcruit temchers whose

special interests and aikilittem am consistent with scive

objectives.

19. teachers are employed on th- oasts of their immerests anc
special abilities as alai as an their certifinorion stains.

20. teachers are provided in-merelee training opportunities ammd-

ing to increased instructional venponsiblltty ..d increment

pay.

21. paraprofessionals and °thei now-eortified personnel are 'wed

in the classroom as Instammtionsl assistants.

22. promotions and advacLementa miss kneed as evaimreama o

teachers' performance by sUbordinotes, parrs. s,mmrrlor And

students.
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Th lespons,s to :..ese items are summarized in Table 11. ?

items (10, 14, anO 22) in this group revealed significant cliff,

ences in the resp-Al., of -lie control and experimental groups. Fc:

one perceut of the experimental group indicated that they would

to participate in a school where teachers have duties and responsi:

ties which are different only in regard to subject area or grade le--

and 40% of this group disagreed with this idea. These percentages

the control group were 63% and 18%, respectively. Although the dit:

ences between the control and the experimental groups were substanti_

in absolute terms, the response of the experimental group to this it

is somewhat discouraging since vertical and horizontal differentiatt

of duties and responsibilities is perhaps the most fundamental concer

of differentiated staffing. The responses in the disagree column of

t'iis table would be several percentage points higher with the responsav

of the controls removed. However, the receptivity of the various

groups classified according to school position was still quite discour-

aging.

Eighty percent of the experimental group as opposed to 61% of the

control group was receptive toward working in a school where teachers

whose abilities and interests are consistent with school objectives

(#14) are recruited; 82% of the experimental group as opposed to 68%

of the control group was receptive toward the use of non-certified per-

sonnel as instructional aides in the classroom (#21); and 57% of the

experimental group as opposed to 32% of the control group was receptive

toward promoting teachers on the basis of evaluation by subordinates,

peers, superiors, and students (#22). The percentages in the agree
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TABLE 11

Dr

Item
Number ool Position A4- Uncertain Disagr,

Qint f*:

Fxpet,m,,nta

x2--Schoo.
Position

6 .:,trators
T.,. ,:ity

-teaching

Parentf-:

Total

- )

,,

h" , /

t4 1

9.

22.

25.:
23.8

20.8
21.-

19.4
29.2
16.7
1,.3
1:.5
2-3.2

t.H4

( _L:f )

42.8
(8df

**7 4Vri-!strators ' .1 14. 1E.; . n

Fau!tv 51.2 17. 31.6

Non-teaching 3-4.0 23.6 42.4 2-7 51.01'

Others 43.5 34.0 22.4

Parents 29.2 25.0 45.8

Total 46.5 20.8 32.7

**10 Administrators 31.5 10.9 57.6

Faculty 41.1 18.9 40.0

Nun-teaching 51.4 20..* 28.2 1533* 30.37*

Others "38.2 20.8 41.0

Parents 51.0 24.0 25.0

Total 4.2.2 19.1 38.7

14 Administrators 8-.1 8.6 4.3

Faculty 78.8 13.5 7.7

Non-teac.ring 63.5 15.1 19.4 19.38* 30.80*

Others 81.6 10.9 7.5

Parents 84.5 6.2 9.3

Total 78.7 12.3 9.0

19 Administrators -8.2 9.7 2.2

Fa ulty ,2.4 4.3 3.3

Non-teaching n7.5 8.3 4.2 6.11 11.71

Others 95.1 3.5 1.4

Parents 93.8 4.1 2.1

Total 91.9 5.2 2.9

20 Administrators 96.0 9.7 4.3

Faculty 46.5 7.9 5.6

Non-teaching 76-2 13.3 10.5 1.55 13.63

Others S7.0 8.9 4.1

Parents SS.6 11.3 3.1

Total 45.1 9.2 5.7

21 Administrators .44..6 2.2 3.2

Faculty b_.3 7.4 11.3

Non-teaching 81-1 8.4 9.8 9-81* 27.26*

Otlers SMI-1, 11.1 8.3

Parents 60.0 10.3 21.6

Total 51.2 7.8 11.0

22 Administrators -3.1 10.8 16.1

Faculty -4.0 21.3 29.7

'ion-teaching i4.9 101.6 2S-6 14.27* 32.24*

,thers 47.6 15.2 17.2

Parents 59.8 15.5 24.7

Total 55.0 18.7 26.3

** Traditional Items 'p (.01
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folumr.- r thest it -ms ne slightly higher if .7 'ntrols were

)rnit ote, t 4r tn,--r. three items rveal.ef sInnitIcant

among respon_onmtz -.ossified according schoc posit.

and t t: idminist7ators auveammec cc 5e most recept of these

ideas.

Or two of = - items (1.- and 20) in this gL-Am iiC not reve

signifi tot differences -1 responses classified acnording to schc

positior. Niaety-two pe7-cent LI the faculty resper-sents were rec

toward hiring teack-.,rs or tie 'assts of their inteomess and species; Ani:-

ities as well as oettificastios gataRms (compare this with only 79% ;. ;Th-

ing to recruit tosciars as tier basis of special buerests and skil_

mad 85% were resumptive temood participation in a enheol where teeche-,;

are provided in-service trainees opportunities Nimming to increased

responsibilities and salamis's.

Although the to respommes to the rensinAns two its- (6 and

were heavily weighted by the large member at respondents is the facul-

group, it is mensiestel to asps that the tic response to these

items sea aroma 50Z asgreennan Thom, meempsomuty deem not seem espe-

cially high tommesegirring rencisse oho *ewe simeammosted emseptional

skill int:teaed smessinsitilitims and salaries $416). Receptivity tommtd

permitting teschses to .ate eiesmossemet bm gondmaily assuming adminis-

trative roles (#7) ins -miggismr shoo might he expensed. Note that

parents were least smemptima to this traditional. smesept and that twe

.alimildistratocs were mum wommithee.

ImEmepsAp-lessesgl. Tim sotegery is repeeseemsd by the fol1-4.--
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Hers ge:erally fee_ that universitos, sie-ionstr,tior

Is, an research centers are set s if r developing and

nev educational theories! rlis 7 a part of the

=7-)0M r le.

activitie- :ete--.ned y-itlen

:In..ru:2tina: goals.

12 i_ can be seen that the... we :* ,ignifican- cl7fer-

ences ,.ontre= and experimental groups it items, h -t that

both items signi!icant differences accc-rdang to the sc'nooi

position c 1,,ifiLations. Again the administrat..u=s were gnerally the

most le..cen7_-, or unreceptive, depending on the d-rectio:-. of the item

toward the ideas expressed in these items

TABLE 12

Systems Self -hew. .1

Item
Number School Position Agree Uncertain Dishie**

x
2
--Control-

Experimental
x---School
Position

**18

26

Administrators
Fatuity
Non-Leaching
Other
Paremms
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non- teaching
Others
Pats
Total

4.3
_6.2
:8.9

_4.6

41.7
10-2

n3.4
51.2

-5.7

54.2
51.8

17.2
16_5
31_7
Z1.1

19.6

15.1
21.3
3&.1
26.2
211-1

2:_6

b7
.

5- 2
3- 5

6C 2

21.5
Z7.5
20.3
22.7
17.7
24.6

).70

88.67*

21.08*

*Traditional :terns *et. 01

^ccouncessility The fl\me towns reproduced boksw mate to account-

ability in fle;Able staffing-

23. the school hsriodically enpladso to parents and to the public

general the objectives of the school and the sotent to which

the'c are est.
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*24. much of the teachers' time is spent in instructional activities

which cannot be evaluated in terms of student behavior.

27. pupils' achievement is a factor use.d in evaluating tr...ache7s'

performance.

29. budgetary appropriations are related to educational cbjeztives.

31. the school periodically asks parents and the public for their

opinions about school policy and ob,ectives.

The summarized responses to these items appear in Table 13. The

response to the two items 23 and 31 relattsg to the interact.. n

TABLE 13

Accountability

Item
Number School Position Aare.

91.4
94.3
90.8
96.5
96.9
94.1

22.0
29.0
28.8
23.7
24.0
27.3

60.2
42.7
51.7
67.6
71.1
51.2

82.8
74.4
64.7
82.1
79.4
75.3

88.0
80.0
81.1
91.0
93.8
83.6

Uncertain

5.4
3.8
6.4
2.8
3.1
4.1

19.8
25.2
34.5
30.9
41.7
28.2

16.1
21.7
23.8
30.3
13.4
20.3

6.5
14.5
25.2
9.0

12.4
14.3

6.5
8.9
7.7

6.9
5.2
7.9

Di/puree

3.2
2.0
2.8
0.7
0.0
1.8

58.2
45.7
36.7
45.3
34.4
44.5

23.7
35.6
24.5
14.1
15.5
28.5

10.1
11.1
10.1
11.8

OA
3101...4

5.4
11.1
11.2
2.1
1.0
8.5

x
2
--Control-

Experimental

14.35*

(2dt)

3.56

3.13

2.49

4.51

x
2
--School

Position

8.15
(8df)

23.64*

58.36*

23.63*

25.82*

23

**24

27

29

31

Administrators
Faculty
Non-teaching
Others
Parents
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non-teaching
Others
Parents
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non - teaching

Others
Parents
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non-teaching
Others
Parents
Total

Administrators
Faculty
Non-teaching
Others
Parents
Total

**.Traditional Items *p.01
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school and 1,ohlic. quite favorable. Ninety-four percent of the

respondents incica: a desire to participate in a school which ex-

plained the ot,e;:t.i.:es of the school and the extent to which they are

met to the public.. There were significant group differences according

to sch,Jol p. si the SE and of these items. Here, only ab,,ut 80`>

of the teachers ajOl. non-teac:iing personnel were in favor of asking

the public. for iniuns a..7.Qu.t school policy as opposed to nearly 90%

ur more f the ..her 4roups. It is interesting to note that the parents

agreed :te cost _iad disagreed the least with these items.

In the ining three items, there were significant differences

among the sch,l_ position categories. Parents were very uncertain

(41%) lhout :..ether they wanted teachers' time spent in instructional

activities ce...id not be evaluated in terms of student behavior.

The other groups were generally but not highly unreceptive toward this

idea. Sevent- -one pe=rcent of the parents were in favor of using pupils'

achievement for eval...ating teacher performance but only 43% of the

teachers liked this idea. The response toward relating budgetary appro-

priations tr educational objectives was generally favorable. Approxi-

mately 80% of the administrators and parents and 75% of the teachers

were receptive to this idea.

Conclusion. Only seven of the comparisons between control and

experimental groups revealed significant differences on Form 02. These

differences were in statements which reflected the following areas of

the Conceptual Model: individualism, collegiality, workflow structure,

and perpetuation structures. In addition, 21 of the 31 items revealed

significant differences among the various school positions. Overall,



the adnhisLrators seex.ed :o be the most receptive toward fleNible

staffing Loc.cepts and the least receptive toward traditional staffing

concepts. Tent.., or the twenty-four items which demonstrated signifi-

cant uifferences fell in the conceptual categories of the wurkow

structures, perpetuation structures, systems self-renewal, and account-

ability. Only one of the five items in the collegiality category

revealed significant differences among the school position classifica-

tions. and neither of the twu items in the individuality category

revealed such differences.

Interrelationships of Forms 01 and 02

The administrators seemed to possess the best understanding of and

were mo,:e receptive toward flexible staffing than any of the other

groups. chi-square analyses of the administrators' responses to the

31 items did not reveal significant differences between Forms 01 and 02

for any items. Thus, the proportions of the administrative group who

perceive flexible staffing concepts correctly and who are receptive

toward them are very similar. For example, on those items where only

half the group correctly perceived flexible staffing, only about half

of the other group of respondents indicated they would like to partici-

pate in such a school.

The same chi-square analyses for the group of teachers revealed

ten items where significant differences occurred between perception

(Form 01) and receptivity (Form 02). The responses to these items for

teachers only are presented in Table 14. In four instances the teachers

were more perceptive than receptive:

*1. individuals doing their own jobs independently.
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uLties different only ir. sublect matter or

_..:2ve 1 .

purchase
positiJn.

cr.atexials rather than filling an authorized

2b. Jeten.ine teachers' activities.

The first tv:,, uI ,,lr..c 1, .:pressed traditional concepts: the last

two, flexible st,f! i.4,

On of tlit2 ite;m, t.h2 teachers were more receptive than percep-

tive. Those flelle staffing concepts, related tn:

. teachers aivi adua.nistrators interacting as equals.

14. recruiting teach-!rs with special interests and abilities con-
sistent ,;ith sciool objectives.

17. part-time employment of teachers.

19. erl,loyIng teachers on the basis of special interests and
ariiities as well as certification status.

23. explanation of school goals to parents.

30. teachers feeling responsible for helping solve school problems.

In the first four items listed where correct perceptions were higher

than favorable attitudes, it appears that there are some concepts of

flexible staffing of which individuals were aware but not receptive.

In the last six items it appears that individuals were receptive toward

some ideas of flexible staffing without realizing that these ideas

represent flexible staffing.

It is interesting to note that the responses to the items are quite

similar across the two forms, even for those items reported in Table 20

where significant differences occurred between the various groups. More

controlled research into the relationship of perception of and recepti-

vity toward some flexible staffing concepts might be due primarily to
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TABLE 15

Percentage Differences in the Agreement Responses

of the Control Group and the Experimental Group
on Perception Items

Experimental Group
exceeds (:ontrol
Group by SZ ur more
Agreement

Control r;roup
Agreement exceeds the
Experimental Group by
5% or more Agreement

Experiment/11 Group
and the Control Group
have less than SZ
difference

Items Consistent With Items Consistent 1:ith

Flexible Staffing Traditional Stdffing

16 2

0 3

5 5

control group by 5% and, conversely, the number of items where the

agreement level of the control group exceeded the agreement level of

the experimental group by St or more. Mess nitwits demonstrate that

there is definite tendency for the experimental group to agree more

with statements consistent with flexible staffing and that the con-

trol group to agree more with statements consistent with traditional

stetting.
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TABLE 16

Percentage Differences in the Agreement Responses
of the Control Group and the Experimental Group

on the Receptivity Items

Experimental Group
exceeds Control
Group by 5% or more
Agreement

Control Group
Agreement exceeds the
Experimental Group
Agreement by 52 or more

Experimental Group
and the Control Group
have less than 52
Difference

Items Consistent With Items Consistent With
Flexible Staffing Traditional Staffing

16 3

1 4

4 3
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Part 2

Status Study on Project Goals, Goal Priorities,
and Goal Implementation

Introduction

Essential to the assessment of the impact of the School Personnel

Utilization Program was an evaluation of the goals upon which each project

based its plans, processes, and activities. The delineation of objec-

tives and the establishment of goal priorities during the developmental

stage of each project were identified as two important dimensions of the

SR) program. As a first step in the evaluation it was necessary to

develop a standard set of goal statements which would be comprehensive

enough for project personnel to accurately and completely describe their

projects in terms of explicit, discrete goals. In order to have an

expectation of the type of goal implementation which would hopefully take

place within projects during the near future, the second step in the

evaluation established the goal priorities of each project. In summary,

it was necessary to determine first whether certain goals were included

in the project, and second, to determine the priorities assigned to them

by the project leadership. A logical ensuing step was a survey of the

extent to which concrete efforts toward the fulfillment of project goals

had been planned for and/or implemented.

Method

A selected list of 27 goal statements relating to six dimensions of

the conceptual model was prepared from the more comprehensive set of SPU

goals (see Appendix 2 for the complete list of revised SPU goals).
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Specifically, six goal statements were selected which related t: role and

salary differentiation, four statements were related to in-service tc,iuing,

four statements referred to fulfilling individual needs, seven statements

referred to communication, three statements related to professionalism,

and three statements referred to evaluation. While each dimension of the

conceptual model was not propurtionately represented, it was felt that the

list of 27 goal statements was both comprehensive and concise when one

considers the extent of the overlap of the dimensions of the conceptual

mode 1.

From the goal statements 4 lrototype evaluation instrument was devised

to measure the criteria of "g,-..k importance" and "goal implementation."

This instrument was field tested on approximately 30 project directors and

evaluation specialists at the SPU-LTI workshop held in Colorado Springs,

Colorado, and revised on the basis of the results. The revised instrument

was again field tested on the staff of the Norwood School, Dade County,

Florida. At each field testing, and in the final version, respondents were

requested to add goals which they felt should be included in the goal state-

ments. As a result of the field trials, the final revision of the instru-

ment contained revised goal statements, and each goal was illustrated by a

specific example of a goal-related school activity. The final instrument

was designated as Form 03, and it is presented in full in Appendix III.

In the final form, each respondent read a goal statement, then indi-

cated how important he felt the goal statement was to his project and

what he perceived to be the state of implementation of the goal in his

project. Each respondent indicated his perception of the importance of

each goal statement and the degree to which it had been implemented on

two scales which followed each goal statement. On the importance scale



the respondent checked a "0" he c i not consider the statement to be a

project goal, checked a "1" if MOP i,al was of -ittle importance, checked

a "2" if the goal was of moderr-e :Importance, checked a "3" if the goal

was of considerable importance, a "4" if the goal was of the greatest

importance. After completing a response to the importance scale, the

respondent then completed the implementation scale. He checked a "0" if

he felt the goal was not a project goal, checked a "1" if he felt a little

planning had taken place to implement the goal, checked a "2 if plans to

fulfill the goal were completed Jr mmarly co meted, checkec i "3" if the

plans and procedures for fulfiller =he goal mod been partially imple-

mented, or checked a "4" if the a.ummir and prmeedures for fulfilling this

goal had been fully implemented..

The responses to the instrummr were completed by three major groups

within the 23 WU projects. Theme swoops were the project directors (one

individual per project), the projaer Almmitteem, and "other" project par-

ticipants (which consisted mainly osochers, administrators, counselors,

paraprofessionals, and parents ibc were not committee members). Of the

23 SPU projects, 18 project commitfreew (126 total members), 10 project

directors, 8 "other" groups (107 members) responded to the instrument.

For each group from each school a mean item response was calculated for

each statement on the importance scale and the implementation scale.

Therefore, each of the 27 goal statements may be said to have a total of

36 mean responses on each scale: 18 committee means, 10 project directors'

responses, and 8 "other" group means.

In the analysis of the data it was decided that the five categories

of the response scales could be better understood if condensed. Therefore,

all data will be reported on a three unit scale having the following

characteristics:
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IMPORTANCE SCALE:

1. This statement does not represent a goal, or it Does,

the goal is not important.

2. This goal is moderately important.

3. This goal is very important.

IMPLEMENTATION SCALE:

1. This statement does not represent a project oral. It

it does, very little planning to implement th& a;%. zas
taken place.

2. The plans for this goal are nearly completed.

3. The plans for this goal are implemented and in
operation.

Form 03 was mailed to project schools shortly before their claszma

for the summer. Of the 23 projects funded through SPU which were *.*i.ected

for the impoact evaluation, 12 completed and returned Form 03 in time to

meet the extended deadline of this report. Additional data are currently

being received and mill be included in a publication which will appear

subsequent to this report. Those projects which did not rem. mmd to

Form 03 (NR no response), or who were unable to return their data in time

to be processed for this report (RL received late), are listed below:

Cherry Creek, Colo. (Ni)
Board of Education, Chicago, Ill. (NR)
Coatesville, Pa. (RL)
Kansas City, Mo. (NR)
Marin County, Calif. (11.)

Mounds View, Minn. (Mt)
Ontario-Montclair, Calif. OW
Portland, Ore. (RL)
Prince William County, Va. (MR)
Weber County, Utah (MR)

Some of the projects listed in Table 17 returned data from more than

one school. Since each school typically had its own steering committee,

a mean was calculated for each of the multiple schools within those pro-

jects, and their scores were handled as if they were an independent pro-

ject. Consequently, the number of project committees exceeds the number

of project directors reported in the results.
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Table 17 lists the responses of the 12 projects grouped under three

categories: Project directors, Committee members, and Other individuals.

In three cases the response of the project director either was -it returned

or was not properly identified and therefore listed under the Committee

member category.

The responses for each category were tabulated, and the as for

each group, for each school, for each item on Form 03, were calculated.

These results were used in two nays:

1. to rank the goal statements in order of importance amd

in order of the degree of implementation. and

2. to develop an importancetimplementetioe matrix described

later is the results.

Because of the spotty return and our tmencemet of the data, the

results of this earvey must not be extrapolated to represent the views of

all the SPU projects, but must be limited 7.n the population described in

Table 17. The geographical variety as well as the different types of

schools reporting do, however, allow for some generalizing concerning the

general state of flexible staffing implementation across the country.

The full contribution of Form 03, though somewhat dimmed by the lack

of data, is better demonstrated in the implementation status reported in

Volume IV of this report.

Results

The Ranking of Goal Statements. The responses of the committee mem-

bers on the goal statements were ranked in order to clearly delineate those

goals which were considered by the members to be most important and most

fully implemented. The project committee members' responses were used to

perform this ranking, since this group constituted the largest and most

representative sample of individuals in SPU projects and was the group most
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Table 17

Number of Lodividual2i Responding to
Form 03 from he 21 SPU Projects

Project Name Project Committee her

Directors Members Inolviduals

Anniston, Alaban- 1 8

Beaverton, Oreg.,

.arson City, Nevada

1

1

13

4 5

WSSSP)

amiWLCounty,

flood River, Ormapn 1

5

5 5

Laguna Beach, California 1 4 24

Loumewille, Kammucky 3

Iaee Commty, Florida 1 6

Meow, Arizona 1 9

Neu York, New York 1 4

Sarasota, Florida 1 22 76

(4 schools)

Temple City, California 8

Wayne County, Michigan 1 3

Brookings, South Dakota 35

(2 schools)

Totals 10 126 107
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likely to know the actual status of priorities among project goals and

the degree of implementation. In Table J.@ the ranking of the goals by

importance is presented. The goal number is listed down the left hand

side of the table, and the three "importance levels" are lisle across the

Lap of the table. Those goals which were ranked by the proje. _ committees

as "most important" appear at the top of the list, and r.1 "best mpor-

ant" goals appear at the bottom. The ranking process was carried. (wit on

:he "very important" column, thus there may not be a strict linearir" of

-ank in the "important" and "not importan:" columns.

The ordering of goals on the importance scale lends itself readily

to interpretation. One very obvious result wab that all project commit-

tees considered goal #4 to be very important:

w. To mak, effective use of available resources within

the exi .ing structure.

e.g. Provide teachers with adequate new-
professional help, such as cLerical
aides and paraprofessionals, and pro
mote community volunteerism to pmoide
additional support of the instructional
program.

At least twothirds of the project committees also considered the follow

ing goals as very important:

2. To differentiate staff responsibilities as required

by effective accomplishment of tasks.

e.g. Write job descriptions which describe
a logical breakdown of tasks and
recruit personnel on the basis of
those descriptions.

14. To provide each child with learning resources
(human and material) that are appropriate to
his individual needs.

e.g. Training instructional personnel to
develop learning materials based on
performance objectives and written
at various levels of complexity.
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Table 18

Goal Statements as Ranked by Project Committees
Responding to the Criteria of Importance

Goal Statement Number

Number of Committees which Aated the Goal as
Very Important Important Not Import*

4 18 0 0

2 16 2 0

14 16 1 1

1 15 3 0

7 14 4 0

17 14 4 0

16 13 5 0

13 13 4 1

9 12 6 0

18 11 7 0

20 11 6 1

12 10 7 1

25 10 6 2

27 9 8 1

5 9 5 4

6 9 5 4

3 7 9 2

22 5 11 2

15 5 9 4

10 4 12 2

23 4 12 2

19 4 11 3

11 3 13 2

26 3 12 3

21 2 5 11

8 1 10 7

24 1 0 17



1. To more effectively use human resources through
r,1L differentiation and specialization.

e.g. Deelop a staffing pattern which allows
pecple to assume different amounts of
responsibility and receive commensurate
salary differentials within instructional
and/or administrative divisions.

7. To provide :..ritinuous and relevant staff retraining
to insure quality instruction in the schools.

e.g. Establishing inservice training programs
based on specific objectives which pro-
vide for spz?cialization of individual
talent.

17. To insure that decisions are influenced by individuals
who are responsible for their implementation.

e.g. Establish decision-making procedures which
actively involve the instructional staff,
students and administrators.

16. To establish a climate that encourages interaction
among personnel at all levels.

erg. Eliminate, where possible, scheduling and
staffing restraints to interaction;
establish problem solving groups which cut
across administrative, instructional staff
student categories.

13. To increase the instructional staff's professional
commitment to the student.

e.g. Provide training to foster a positive attitude
on the part of the staff toward all children,
regardlessof their ethnic background,
religion, sex, color or ability.

9. To improve interpersonal relations skills.

e.g. Establish inservice training which is
focused on helping people to work more
effectively with others.

No clear relationships exist between these goals, except perhaps that

they represent the most highly disseminated dimensions of the concept of

flexible staffing. The following goals were considered as "not important"

by most of the project committees:



8. To facilitate the professional teacher organization's
role in combating obsolescence among the instructional
staff of the school.

e.g. Requesting the professional organization's
participation in planning and execution of
inservice training for the instructional
staff.

24. To gradually transfer credentialing authority to the

professional teachers' organization.

e.g. Recommend that the State Department of Education
allow the professional organization to assume
credentialing authority.

21. To establish a means for disseminating information
concerning the project to other non-project schools

in the system.

e.g. Establishing a teacher exchange system where
project and non-project teachers will exchange
jobs for a period of time.

A logical analysis of these results within the context of the con-

ceptual framework reveals several serious gaps in the alternative staffing

patterns being developed. Goal statement No. 4, which suggests that aides

and clerks be used within the existing conventional staffing structure,

was selected as being very important by all eighteen project schools. Yet

only seven committees felt that placing, teacher promotion on a performance

base was very important (No. 3) and only nine committees reported they con-

sidered relating remuneration to the type and amount of responsibility a

teacher assumed as being very important (No. 6). This suggests that many

projects have expar0f,.d the aide's para-professional role rather than the

teacher's professional role. One might speculate that these committees

looked at their own accomplishments in staffing innovation, which at the

most elementary level normally includes the use of clerks and para-

professionals, and labeled them as being very important. Or perhaps the

use of pars- professionals and clerks as assistants to classroom teachers

represents the least common denominator of a definition.of flexible
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staffing acceptable to such a diverse group of staffing projects. Whatever

the reason, it must be rather disappointing to the differentiated staffing

evangelist to learn that using para-professionals within the existing

structure was viewed important by project committees twice as often as goal

statement No. 2 (differentiated responsibilities) or goal statement No. 1

(role specialization tied to salary differentials).

Despite goal statement No. 4's receiving unanimous approval, the re-

maining eight goal statements selected to be very important by most com-

mittees focused on variables requiring changes in the existing organiza-

tional structure--those structures which are established in order to

recruit, employ, retrain and retain human resources for staffing the

organization--and on variables of communication and human relations.

Goal statements developed around variables of evaluation and accounta-

bility (goal statements Nos. 25, 26, and 27) were viewed with somewhat less

enthusiasm, but were nevertheless well within the important category.

While the staff of the project schools' planning committees agree

that increased professional demeanor of teachers toward students was a

very important goal of the flexible staffing concept, the list of unimpor-

tant goals (goal statements Nos. 8 and 24) indicates they have not yet

accepted the dimension of professionalism which places the professional

organization in control of the conduct and quality of the performance of

its members. At this point in the development of the concept, teachers

are generally unwilling to invest much into the effort of assuming the

credentialing and quality monitoring and continued upgrading of competence

of their colleagues through a professional organization. Professionalism

in the fuller sense of the term is not viewed as an important component of

the concept of flexible or differentiated staffing (see DeBloois, 1970).
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table 19

Goal Statements as Kinked by E.oject Committees
Responding to thr Criteria of Implementation Level

Goal Statement Number

Number of Committee, Which Rated the Goal sat
Not a Gool

Completed _Llttler14111AL.__lnplementsd

2 6 8 6

1 6 7
5

17 5 8 5

14 4 10 4

4 4 9 5

18 4 9 5

5 3 7 8

7 2 12 4

6 2 8 8

9 1 11 t)

20 1 11 6

25 1 10 7

16 0 11 1

13 1 9 6

12 1 a tp

10 0 8 10

15 0 8 10

2L 1 5 12

27 1 5 12

22 0 6 12

11 0 6 12

3 0 5 la

19 0 5 11

21 1 3 14

23 1 3 14

a o 3 15

24 0 0 16

0



Iht PlojeLt tommittees' ranking of goml statements h'p levels of imple-

mentation is found In labia 19. Here the Lommittees provide a profile of

the iltIntle of goal achievement across the 12 proje.:ts. Norm 03 was designed

to elicit committee mdmber's perception of the importance and status of

goal implementation. No attempt to document these perceptions was made,

except in the intensive evaluation of live projects reported in Vulumc IV

of this report. In those ease studies, resoonses on Form 03 were validate)

through ..n Lntervic;., survey.

According to the foregoing tables, only from four to six projects

claimed to have implemented mix goals:

2. To differentiate staff responsibilities as required by
e ffective accomplishment of tasks.

e.g. Write job descriptions which describe a logical
breakdown of tasks and recruit personnel on the
basis of those descriptions.

1. To more effectively use human resources through role
differentiation and specialisation.

e .g. Develop staffing pattern which allows people
to assume different amounts of responsibility
and receive commensurate salary differentials
within instructional and/or administrative divi-
sions.

17. To insure that decisions are influenced by individuals
who are responsible for their implementation.

e .g. Establish decision-making procedures which actively
involve the instructional staff, students, and
administrators.

14. To provide each child with learning resources (human and
material) that are appropriate to his individual needs.

e.g. Training instructional personnel to develop learning
materials based on performance objectives and written
at various levels of complexity.

4. To make effective use of available resources within the
existing structure.
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e.g. Frevide tcather,, with adequAte uon-professional
help, 1,,Th as clerical aids and paraprofession-
als, and pr.:mote community volunteerism to pro-
vide additional stwort of the instructi:nal

program.

18. To establish coi.)perati..re efforts among the insciautional

staff of tLe school; i.e., aollective planning, imple-

mentation and evaluation.

e.g. Organi7iug decision-mcking bodies such as academic
senates, curriculum aounsels, and multi-discipline

teaching teams.

From seven to ten piciects claimed plans nearly complete for [heses sat.,

goals, while only four or five projects showed little planning relative to

these goals.

The influence of the USW'. funding guidelines is obvious here. It

appeal--; both in which goals were chosen to implement, as well as which goals

were deemed most important in a flexible staffing endeavor, that project

personnel were keenly aware of the structural aspects of the concept. Plac-

ing a staff in a vertical hierarchy with specialized goals, and developing

cooperative planning bodies within the school seemed to take precedence over

socio-psychological considerations as described in the DeBloois conceptual

model under the headings of Individualism, Collegiality, and Professionalism.

The project personnel of seven to twelve projects felt these eleven

goals were in the process of being implemented:

5. To develop a recruitment policy which is consistent with

stated school objectives.

e.g. Write job descriptions in cooperation with the in-
structional staff based on school objectives to
guide recruitment efforts.

7. To provide continuous and relevant staff retraining to
insure quality instruction in the schools.

e.g. Establishing inservice training programs based on
specific objectives which provide for specializa-
tion of individual talent.



6. To relate remunerrAtion to the type and amount of responsi-
bility one carries.

e.g. Establish roughly parallel salary schedules for
differen:iated administrative and instructional
positions.

9. To improve interpersonal relations skills.

e.g. Establish inservice training which is focused un
helping people to work more effectively with others.

20. To adopt a fc:rmal organization which is consistent with
staff perceptions of leadership.

e.g. Selecting individuals for positions 91 leddet.inip
based on criteria developed by those directly affected
by the cl,oice.

25. To assess the project's progress effectiveness on a continu-
ous basis.

e.g. Training personnel in the organization in formative
evaluation.

16. Tu establish a climate that encourages interaction among
personnel at all levels.

e.g. Eliminate, where possible, scheduling and staffing
restraints to interaction; establish problem-solving
groups which cut across administrative, instructional
staff, and student categories.

13. To increase the instructional staff's professional commit-
ment to the student.

e.g. Provide training to foster a positive attitude on the
part of the staff toward all children, regardless of
their ethnic background, religion, sex, color, or
ability.

12 To develop school policies which are consistent with its
current philosophy concerning human motivation.

e.g. Provide more positive incentives and minimize coercion
as the basis for individual participation.

32. To provide teacher training institutions information con-
cerning the expectations staffing innovations require of
pre-service training.

e.g. Establish a cooperative training effort with local
colleges and universities.
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15. 'lc improve Lommuication among all personnel in the organi-

zation.

e.g. Hiring a qualified consultant to work with an
in-house committee to establish an information

flow system.

One might argue, after comparing the list of six most implemented goals

with the list of eleven goals for which plans Are nearly complete, that

the tail is wagging the dog. Perhaps in an effort to fulfill contractual

agreements with the funding source, of perhaps as a strategy to reQeive

second or third year funding, projects have implemented terminal goals

without having implemented the necessary enabling strategies. As an illus-

tration of this, six projects indicated they had implemented goal Nos.

1 and 2, both dealing with staff differentiation and role specialization;

yet, only two projects indicated they had implemented goal No. 7 which

provides inservice training for role specialization. It appears that

many of the projects are changing labels first to achieve a differentiated

staff, and then training for role specialties later, or not at all.

Along the same vein, it appears that project leadership is attempting

to establish cooperative decision-making bodies (goal statement No. 18,

Table 19) before they provide a staff additional training in interpersonal

relations skills, and before they effect a change in climate of communica-

tion (goal statement! Nos. 9, 16, 12, and 15, Table 19).

Further analysis provides a bit of irony. A comparison of Table 18

and Table 19 shows that sixteen of the eighteen projects felt that continu-

ous formative evaluation (goal statement No. 25) was either very impor-

tant or important; however, only one project claims to be monitoring its

own progress continuously through formative evaluative efforts. Eleven

projects, after a year of operation, have plans nearly complete to
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implement a tori-Itive scheme of eva.l.atio- and seven projects have done

little or no planning for any evaluation of a formative nature.

Twelve to eighteen of the pr,,jcts indicated they had one little or

no planning for the implementation of ten goal statements on Form 03.

From three to five projects claimed plans were nearly complete for these

same ten goal statements, aAd only one project claimed any implementation

for a number of the ten goal statements. These ten goal statements

include:

26. To establish an accountability system through which

the institution can account for costs in terms of

instructional effectiveness and efficiency to its

several publics.

e.g. Establish a program planning system which
ties budgeting directly to educational
outcomes.

27. To develop a comprehensive system for periodic goal
analysis, planning, development, and evaluation of
the instructional program.

e.g. Explore the potential of a system's self-
renewal process model with the assistance
of a qualified evaluation specialist.

22. An increased commitment to have the school staff

maintain a professional role.

e.g. Formal review by the instructional staff of
all school procedures and regulations in
terms of a Professional Code of Ethics which
encourages the staff to perform in a manner
they assess to be more professional.

11. To help teachers and students become the type of

person they choose to be.

e.g. Encourage constructive pluralism and
diversity rather than conformity to con-
ventional educational roles. Staff and
students are freed from arbitrary restraints
such as dress codes, leisure time use
restrictions, and curtailment of political
activity.
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3. To develop a performance-based promotion system.

e.g. Establisn reliable, valid performance
criteria for promotion which are con-
sistent with th:t instructional objectives.

19. To insure an equitable exchange of expected services

and benefits between the organization and its members.

e.g. Survey school personnel to determine if teachers

are doing what they anticipated when they were
hired, and if they are being rewarded by the
institution as they expected.

21. To establish a mc2ang for disseminating information
concerning the project to other non-project schools
in the system.

e.g. Establishing a teacher exchange system where
project and non-project teachers will exchange
jobs for a period of time.

23. To increase the professional commitment of the

instructional staff to the public trust.

e.g. Encourage teachers to act as champions of
sound community policy; counterparts to
public and special interest groups which are
sometimes shortsighted in their educational

views.

8. To facilitate the professional teacher organization's
role in combating obsolescence among the instruc-
tional staff of the school.

e.g. Requesting the professional organization's
participation in planning and execution of
inservice training for the instructional staff.

24. To gradually transfer credentialing authority to the

professional teachers' organization.

e.g. Recommend that the State Department of Education
allow the professional organization to assume
credentialing authority.

The Development of an Importance/Implementation Matrix. The importance

of a goal and its level of implementation in a project are two concepts,

which by their very nature are closely linked. If a goal is important to a
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project, it should rank high on the priority list for the process of imple-

mentation of the goal. If a goal is not important, little time or effort

luld be expended in planning to implement the goal, and certainly no un-

inv. A goal should be fully implemented. Of course, "important" is a

.ative tA,rm. What is important to a project director may not be impor-

_ant. to a project committee, and so a comparison of these two groups has

made in order to sort out the relationships between the level of

in.r.,,rtance of the goal and its degree of implementation.

To accomplish this task, an importance/implementation matrix was

:evised. The basic form of the matrix consists of three columns repre-

senting the three levels of imoortance, crossed with three rows which

represent the three levels of implementation. The rows were subdivided

into two sub-rows, one representing the project director and one the

committee. A cross tabulation of the responses of the project directors

and the project committees was made, and the results appear in Table 20.

The results are expressed as percent in order to make simple comparisons

as the percent of goals classified into each category by each group. For

example, in Table 20, column 1, row 1, the project directors have classi-

fied 48.5% of the goals as "very importantimplemented," and the committee

members have classified 8.6% of the goals in the same manner.

A chi-square test of statistical difference between the response

patterns of project directors and project committees was made, and it was

determined that the responses of the two groups were significantly differ

ent (X2 211, d.f. 8, p. less than 0.001). The major differences

between the two groups lie in the proportion of responses placed in the

following categories. The project directors viewed 48% of the goals as
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Table 20

The Classification of the Responses of the
Project Directors and the Project Committees

On an importance /Implementation Matrix

Implementation Level

Importance Level

..-
Very Important

48.5%

Moderately Important

3.7%

Not Important

1.8%

Plane
Implemented

Project
Director

Project
Committee

8.6% 0.0% 0.0%

Plans Nearly
Complete

Project
Director

15.5% 1.8% 1.4%

Project
Committee 27.4% 13.3% 0.0%

Not a Goal or
Little Planning

Project
Director

10.7% 7.7% 7.7%

Project
Committee

13.2% 22.8% 13.4%
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important and implemented, while the committee members only viewed 8.6% of

the goals in the same manner. The committee members tended to place the

"very important" goals into the "nearly completed" or "little planning"

category (committee members exceeded project directors in both these cate-

gories). Again, in both the "moderately important" and "not a goal" cate-

gories, the project directors viewed the level of implementation as being

higher than did the committee members. This response could be the result

of project managers having more current information than committee members,

hence know of more goals which have been currently implemented; or it might

be the "rose colored glasses" effect, in which the project managers have

a different perspective of project activity than do the committee members.

The results of on-sight validation studies, in which evidence of reported

implementation was sought, clearly indicates that the faculties sometimes

underestimate the level of implementation on a school-wide basis; the pro-

ject directors typically overestimate the level of implementation; and

the steering committees most accurately report level of implementation.

It is also interesting to note that 75% of the responses of project

directors fell in the "very important" column compared with approximately

50% of the responses of the steering committees.

The most desirable situation, "plans implemented--very important,"

has the largest total percentage response, a favorable finding. The

"little planning--not a goal category" has a moderately small total per-

centage response, hence is also a favorable finding. If a goal is con-

sidered as not important, little time or effort should be expended on the

goal. The "very important--little planning" category has a moderately

large total percentage response, hence is not a favorable finding.
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An investigation of specific goals was made by placing them into the

importance-implementation matrix. An examination of the placement of the

goals in the matrix shows that project directors and project committees

placed goal No. 24 most often in the "not a goal--no planning" area of the

matrix; thus relegating this goal to the lowest priority on both scales.

The committees also considered goal No. 21 in the same context t'oal N.

24 deals with the process of gradually transferring credentialing authority

to the professional teachers' organization, and it is not unexpected to

find all the respondents unanimous in the opinion that this is a goal of

little importance, since this is probably the least disseminated and most

"radical" of all the goals proposed for school personnel utilization.

Goal No. 21 concerns itself with the dissemination ,f isforeir4,e,

to other schools in the system. ProletA ymmitteme more freeuemelv placed

in the area of "not a geel--no plassise while the responses of the pro-

jects ranged more widely over the matrix. The agreement among committees

as to the minimal importance of this goal together with little planning

for it may be a kind of academic ethnocentrism resulting fr,,. the com-

mittees' deep immersion in and concentration on their individual projects.

It is possible that their opinions regarding dissemination will be com-

pletely different following the successful implementation and evaluation

of their more immediate plans. Project directors, being more aware of

the relationship of the project to the total school system and the impli-

cations of the project for the total differentiated staffing concept,

apparently took a more positive view of the importance of dissemination.

What can be said about the distribution of other goals by directors

and committees? As evidence by the chi-square test, trends do not clearly
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emerge. Project directors assigned goals Nos. 1 and 2 to "very important-

plans implemLnted" with high frequency, while project committees assigned

!LS. 1 and 2 to this category with moderate frequency. For these two

goals. moderate consistency may be a consideration. Both goals are con-

cerned with staf: .attern and it is logical that directors and committees

should view them as important. The fact that they also view them as imple-

mented may be an iT,alation that the majority of the projects have given

highest priority to staffing pattern regardless of the developmental stage

of the project.

Some .maieities have beam noted between project directors and com-

mittees, but ther. is too much that is contradictory to offer further gen-

eral inteivr ,atiem. fhe results of this survey have confirmed certain

a priori assumptions; a major one being; that. division of labor between

faculty and aides is a prime goal of the projects; another, that a major

change in traditional credentialing procedure is a relicts objective of

school personnel utilization projects; another, perhaps less substantiated

idea, that dissemination is an important aspect of project implementation

according to some project directors, but not according to their committees.

Further interpretation must be left to the individual projects to whom the

results of the survey were given. Each one had the opportunity of viewing

his own project in the light of the evidence and in comparison to other

projects. Each project may then make revisions or assign new priorities

as a result of the formative evaluation.
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School Personnel Utilization

Flc,,ihfc Staffing Receptivity Survey

Form 02
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I would like to be a participant (teacher,
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000i Personnel Utilizatien

: :taros Sorveo

Form 01

the' ourpo,e 01 t lis survey is to describe the oljeo,tives of the

many SIT proje,ts Ll terms of a comprehensive set of underlying guals.

In addition to ibis descriptive function, this questionnaire will be

used to identify shifts in projects goals which often occur during the

developmeotal ;old implement ation stages. The results will he fed 1,ac1:

to ea.!Is project for purposes of self-study and will be incorporated

with the results of othet porjects so that others may benefit from

the collective experience of the SPU psogram.

The questionnaire consists of general goal statements, each of

which is illustrated by a specific goal-related activity intended to

help clarify the goal statement. We recognize that in asking you to

describe your project in terms of these general goal statements, we

have set a difficult task. Several activities or objectives are

often designed to contribute to a single goal, and a single objective

may contriimte to several outcomes, including some which are not

intended. For our purposes, it is important that you specify only

intended goals and outcomes of the SPU project, rather than possible

side effects or related goals of the sohool for which the SP11 project

Las no responsihilitv. Space is provided for yoo to write in the goal

or gonl activity you have in mind (or may other comment) when in doubt

about an answer. 'lilt se torments will be of greet value to our inter-

pretation of the data.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM 03

Please read 7arelA1lY. Detach this sheet and use it for reference

while marking your response sheet.

Scale A. Rend each item as a goal statement and mark the number un
the anwer sheet which corresponds to the most appropriate
of the following responses:

O. Not considered a project goal at this time.

1. Considered a project goal at this time, but little planning
for its fulfillment has been dune.

2. Plans to fulfill this particular gual are complete or
nearly complete.

3. Plans and procedures for fulfilling this goal have been
partially implemented.

4. Plans and procedures for fulfilling this goal have been
fully implemented.

Scale B. After marking your response to Part A, mark the number on
the answer sheet which corresponds to your perception of
the relative importance of the goal as follows!

O. Not considered a project goal at this time.

1. A goal of relatively little Importance to our project.

2. A goal cf moderate importance to our project.

3. A goal of considerable importance to our project.

4. A goal of greatest imps, ,nce to our project.

NOTE: Responding positively to the goal does not imply an
acceptance of the example.

BE CERTAIN TO RESPOND TO BOTH PART A AND PART B OF EACH ITEM BEFORE

CONTINUING.



Goals Related to Role and
Salary Differentiation

;osl Response Scale Scale

statement Sheet A II

los.** Nos.

1. 1/2. To more effectively use human resources through
role differentiation and specialization 0

1 1

e.g. Develop a staffing pattern which allows 2 2

people to assume different amounts of 3 3

responsibility and receive commensurate 4 4

salary differentials within instructional
and/or administrative division.

Comments:

3 4

2. 3/4. To differentiate staff responsibilities as
required by effective accomplishment of tasks. 0 0

1 1

e.g. Write job descriptions which describe a 2 2

logical breakdown of tasks and recruit 3 3

personnel on the basis of those descrip- 4 4

Lions.

Comments:

3. 5/6. To develop a performance-based promotion system.

e.g. Establish reliable, valid performance
criteria for promotion which are con-
sistent with the instructional objectives.

Comments:

4, 7/8. To make effective use of available resources
within the existing structure. 0 0

1 1

e.g. Provide teachers with adequate non- 2 2

professional help, such as clerical aides 3 3

and paraprofessionals, and promote com- 4 4

munity volunteerism to provide additional
support of the instructional program.

6

0 0

1 1

2

3

4

2

3

4

7 8

Comments:

*MOTE: All references in final report refer to these numbers.



koal Response
tatement Sheet
los. Nos.

5. 9/10. To develop a recruitment policy which is
consistent with stated school objectives.

e.g. Write job descriptions in cooperation
with the instructional staff based
on school objectives to guide
recruitment efforts.

Comments:

6. 11/12. To relate renumeration to the type and amount
of responsibility one carries.

e.g. Establish roughly parallel salary
schedules for differentiated adminis-
trative and instructional positions.

Comments:

Goals related to Inservice Training

7. 13/14. To provide continuous and relevant staff
retraining to insure quality instruction
in the schools.

e.g. Establishing inservice training programs
based on specific objectives which pro-
vide for specialization of individual
talent.

Comments:

8. 15/16. To facilitate the professional teacher organi-
zation's role in combating obsolescence among
the instructional staff of the school.

e.g. Requesting the professional organize-
tion's participation in planning and
execution of inservice training for the
the instructional staff.

Comment c:

Scale Scale

9 10

0 0

1 1

2 2

3

4 4

11 12

0 0

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

13 14

0 0

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

15 16

0 0

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4



Goal Response
Statement Sheet
Nos. Nos.

9. 17/19. To improve interpersonal relations skills.

e.g. Establish inservice training which is
focused on helping people to work more
effectively with others.

Comments:

10. 19/20. To provide teacher training institutions
information concerning the expectations
staffing innovations require of pre-service
training.

e.g. Establish a cooperative training effort
With local colleges and universities.

11.

Comments:

Goals Related to Fulfilling Individual Needs

21/22. To help teachers and students become the type
of person they choose to be.

e.g. Encourage constructive pluralism and
diversity rather than conformity to con-
ventional educational roles.. Staff and
students are freed from a'A.trary restraints
such as dress codes, leisure time use re-
strictions, and curtailment of political
activity.

Comments:

12. 23/24. To develop school policies which are consistent
with its current philosophy concerning human
motivation.

e.g. Provide more positive incentives and minimise
coercion as the basis for individual partici-
pation.

Comments:

Scale
A

Scalc
P.

17 18

0 0

1 1

2

3 3

4 4

19 20

0 0
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

21 22

0 0
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

23 24

0 0
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4



Goal Response Scale Scale

Statement Sheet A

Nos. Nos.
38 39

13. 25/26. To increase the instructional staff's pro-
fessional commitment to the student. 0 0

1 1

e.g. Provide training to foster a positive attitude 2 2

attitude on the par.- of the staff to- 3 3

ward all children, regardless of their 4 4

ethnic background, religion, sex, color
or ability.

Comments:

27 28

14. 27/28. To provide each child with learning resources
(human and material) that are appropriate to 0 0

his indivi'ual needs. 1 1

2 2

e.g. Training instructional personnel to 3 3

develop learning materials based on 4 4

performance objectives and written
at various levels of complexity.

Comments:

Goals Related to Communication

15. 29/30. To improve communication among all personnel
in the organization. 0 0

1 1

e.g. Hiring a qualified consultant to work with 2 2

an in-house committee to establish an in- 3 3

formation flot system. 4 4

29 30

Comments:

31 32

16. 31/32. To establish a climate that encourages inter-
action among personnel at all levels. 0 0

1 1

e.g. Eliminate, where possible, scheduling and 2 2

staffing restraints to interaction; estab- 3 3

lish problem solving groups which cut 4 4

across administrative, instructional staff
and student categories.

Comments:



Goal
Statement
Nos.

Response
Sheet
Nos.

17. 33/34.

18. 35/36.

19. 37/38.

20. 39/40.

Scale Scale
A B

To insure that decisions are influenced by

23 34

individuals who aremsponsible for their 0 0

implementation. 1 1

2 2

e.g. Establish decision making procedures 3 3

which actively involve the instructional 4 4

staff, students and administrators.

Comments:

To establish cooperative efforts among the
instructional staff of the school; i.e.,
collective planning, implementation and
evaluation.

e.g. Organizing decision-making bodies such
as academic senates, curriculum counsels,
and multi-discipline teaching teams.

Comments:

To insure an equitable exchange of expected
services and benefits between the organization and
and its members.

e.g. Survey school personnel to determine if
teachers are doing what they anticipated
when they were hired, and if they are
being rewarded by the institution as
they expected.

Comments:

To adopt a formal organization which is con-
@latent with staff perceptions of leadership.

e.g. Selecting indivivals for positions of
leadership based on criteria developed
by those directly affected by the choice.

Comments:

35 3b

0 0

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

37 38

0 0

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

39 40

0 0

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4



Goal
Statement
Nos.

Response
Sheet
Nos.

Scale
A

41.

Scale

42

21. 41/42. To establish a means for disseminating in-
formation concerning the project to other 0
non-project schools in the system. t. 1

7 2

e.g. Establishing a teacher exchange system 3 3

where project and non-project teachers
will ,2.y.change jobs for a period of time.

4

Comments:

Goals 117,1ate1 to Professionalism

43 44

22. 43/44. An incremsed commitment to have the school
start maintain a professional role. 0 0

1 1

e.g. Formal review by the instructional 2 2

staff of all school procedured and 3 3

regulations in terms cf. a Professional 4 4

Co_o of rthics which encourages the
stLf to perform in a manner they

:o be more professional.

Comments:

23. 45/46. To increase the professional commitment of
the instructional staff to the public trust.

e.g. Encourage teachers to act as champions
of sound community policy; counterparts
to a public and special interest groups
which are sometimes shortsighted in their
educational views.

Comments:

24. 47/48. To gradually transfer credentialing authority
to the professional teachers' organization.

e.g. Recommend that the State Department of
Education allow the professional organi-
nation to assume credentialing authority.

Comments:

45 46

0 0
1 1
2 2

3 3

4 4

47 48

0 0
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4



6.41. Rciat..1 Lk; LV411.141i,:l

Goal Response sialv q,alc

Statement Sheet A 14

Nos. Nos.
.4

25.
ness on a ..ontlnuons basis. 0 0

1

e.g. ['raining personnel in the orgaoitativn 2 2

26.

ltitomative vsluation.

Comment's

51/52. To establish an accountability system through
which the institution can account for costs

4

U

4

52

0

in terms of Instructional effe(tivencss and 1 1

efficiency to its several publics. 2

3

e.g. Establish a program planning system
which ties budgeting directly to
educational outcomes.

4 4

Comments:

53 54

27. 53/54. To develop comprehensive system for periodic
goal analysis, planning. development, and 0

evaluation of the instructional program. 1 1

2 2

e.g. Explore the potential of a system's 3 3

self-renewal process model with the
assistance of a qualified evaluation
specialist.

4 4

Comments:

Part II. List below any goals-which were not covered in items 1 54.


